Debarker - with pointing system
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NEUHAUSER compact is a 3 functions machine.
1. Debarking : Stakes up to a maximum 250mm
2. Pointing : Highly efficient removal of cutting wastes
3. Beveling : Finishing work on the stake head
- Debark stakes from Ø 30 to 250 mm
- Debarking, pointing, bevelling and cutting to length on a single machine
- Improves and significantly increases the service life of stakes
- Electric drive, PTO drive or a combination of the two
- Ruggedly-constructed machine
- 3-point hitch for Cat I and II tractors
- Wood shavings discharged through Ø 160 mm pipe
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PTO tractor*

Elec. 400V

PTO tractor
+ Elec. 400V

230

310

310

Weight (kg)

Stake support which can be fitted at the input or at the output
Set of 4 knives
Set of 4 shaving discharge
Knife setting gauge
PTO shaft Type 3 ( CAR00001A )

* From15 CV, 11 kW
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Debarker - with circular saw and pointing system
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Debarker

The NEUHAUSER debarker provides a whole host of possibilities. After debarking, round stakes of a maximum
of Ø 190 mm may be further worked with the circular saw !
1. Debarking : Stakes up to a maximum 250mm
2. Sawing : Possibility of sawing the stake in two lengthways after debarking.
It is also possible to edge the planks.
3. Pointing : Highly efficient removal of cutting wastes
4. Sawing : Cut the stakes to length
5. Beveling : Finishing work on the stake head
- Pointing system
- 3-point hitch for Cat I and II tractors
- Integrated circular saw with carbide blade Ø 500 mm
- Wood shavings discharged through Ø 160 mm pipe
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PTO tractor*

Elec. 400V

PTO tractor
+ Elec. 400V

430

500

510

Weight (kg)

Stake support which can be fitted at the input or at the output
Set of 4 knives
Set of 4 shaving discharge
Knife setting gauge
PTO shaft Type 3 ( CAR00001A )
Carbide circular saw blade Ø 500 mm

* From 25 CV, 19 kW
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